Conflict is an inevitable part of the
human experience, this last year has
been a testament to that, but have no
fear! We at Las Traumadas are here to
give you a handy tool-kit to help
navigate clashes and conflicts that may
arise in the New Year and beyond.
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We all have different feelings,
thoughts, and opinions and sometimes
our ideas will clash with someone
else’s. HOW we choose to communicate
during that clash can make all the
difference.

Conflict Transformation

Here are some tools we have used to
navigate conflict:

Toolkit
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1. Approach with curiosity – studies
have shown that when we feel threatened
“our critical thinking shuts down and
we become certain in a way that is
burdened by error and bias.” (2)
Curiosity asks us to unburden ourselves
and approach conflict with questions
instead of judgements from our biases &
preconceived notions. Curiosity
creates space for expression and mutual
understanding.(2)
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2. Intentional Listening: if we
choose the curiosity approach we can
also move forward with a desire to
listen to what another person has to
say and to speak our own minds
openly. To practice deep listening it
would be wise to set down the idea of
being “right” and try to understand
their perspective.
3. Validate emotions & practice
empathy: Empathy and validating
another person's emotions creates
space where one can feel heard and in
turn be heard. One way to practice
empathy in conflict is to use phrases
like: “I sense that you’re feeling
______ about this” or “I hear what
you’re saying about X…” (3)
4. Take a breath and recenter: when
we pause in the heat of conflict to
take a deep breath, and slow down we
intentionally create space where we
can “respond, rather than simply
react.” (1)
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5. Know when and how to bow out:
Try to set realistic boundaries
for yourself. Stay in tune with
your body & feel when the conflict
is beginning to take a toll on
your well-being. If the heated
discussion has devolved into a
shouting match & you’re feeling
tense, it may be time to bow out.
Go on a walk or find a safe space
in your mind to rest. Give
yourself time to reflect &
process. This processing could
give you some insight into how to
approach the conflict from a
different angle in the future.
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Some conflicts are difficult to
resolve, and may take more tools
than just these, but on the
journey to a more emotionally
intelligent world we pick up tools
along the way! If you find
yourself on the edge of a clash
remember that "Conflict is the
spirit of the relationship asking
itself to deepen." -Malidoma Somé.
Go deep friends.
Thanks for being here,
Las Traumadas
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Friendship Eternalized

Resources:

By Noah See 10/10/2020

I have separated the rotten apples
From what is ready to be prepared
I know we cannot always pretend
To be ripe and in season
Raring to feed or be fed
But today I would like to tell you I finally have a
harvest to offer
After many fragile years not knowing
How to rest at your table and listen
Please accept my apologies for being so
Stubborn to drink from your wellspring
And learn from the truths you keep singing
Over many precious years
I wandered aimlessly in the orchard,
Muttering insecurities out of tune
Pointing the finger on rose bushes
I should not have bled my conscience
On flowers that only wanted to grow
Yes, today I must be thankful
To rest a while at your table
To eat, drink, sing, and listen with you
Fruits of knowledge
Never die in the belly
A spring cannot dry
In an open mind
The harvest we make
Is friendship eternalized
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